ELECTRIC THERMAL STORAGE
LOWER BILLS. GREATER COMFORT.

Steffes Electric Thermal Storage (ETS) systems work smarter, cleaner and greener to deliver
increased warmth and reduced energy costs. Forced air, hydronic or room units – Steffes offers
premiere heating solutions for any home configuration. In addition to reducing energy usage
and power bills, the exceptional efficiency of Steffes ETS systems qualify for rebates from many
utilities and co-ops.

HOW ETS WORKS

Off-Peak Energy

Steffes ETS systems generate and
store vast amounts of heat during
off-peak hours, reducing both
energy costs and strain on the
power grid.

24-Hour Warmth

Exceptionally efficient operation
then delivers comfortable, reliable
warmth to every room, every hour
of the day.

Set It & Forget It

There is no furnace to load, soot to
clean or oil to burn. Simply adjust
your thermostat, and your Steffes
system quietly takes care of the
rest.

Optimal Options
Steffes offers a variety of ETS systems to maximize comfort in any home.
They can be used as your home’s sole source of heat or to supplement other heat sources.

ROOM UNITS

Ideal for any room in your home.
Used as supplemental heat or
a direct replacement of electric
baseboards or wood stoves.

FORCED AIR FURNACES

Heat your entire home through a
central duct system. Our systems can
be interfaced with a heat pump for
even greater efficiency.

HYDRONIC FURNACES

Heat your entire home through in-floor,
hydronic baseboard and/or forced air.
It can be equipped with a heat pump
system for even greater efficiency.
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MUCH MORE THAN
LOWER BILLS.

Explore Your Options
Electric Thermal Storage may sound complicated, but it
actually simplifies your life while improving your comfort.
In addition to offering incredibly efficient options for
new construction, Steffes ETS can replace and upgrade
existing heating systems or provide supplemental heat
for hard-to-reach rooms.

Consistent comfort
Steffes systems deliver wonderfully
consistent heat throughout the house,
day and night.

Visit our Virtual Home Experience
Earth Friendly
Steffes makes smarter use of energy
– maximizing off-peak power with
exceptionally efficient operation.

Explore Steffes Electric Thermal Storage in our virtual home
experience. This interactive walk-through illustrates how each
Steffes system works with your home to increase comfort and
efficiency.

User Friendly
Just adjust your thermostat or Steffes
Connect app and enjoy.

Clean & Quiet
No coal, oil or pellets means no grime
or soot. And exceptional efficiency
means nearly silent operation.

Built to Last
Every Steffes unit is engineered and built
to exacting standards in North America
for years of worry-free comfort.

STEFFES.COM/VIRTUALHOME
SCAN THE QRCODE WITH YOUR
SMARTPHONE TO BEGIN!

Superior Service
You’ll never know it’s there, but we’re
here if you need us with a 5-year limited
parts warranty. If you ever need to call,
you’ll speak to us – not a call center.
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